EHR Evolution (EHRE) is a Woman and Minority owned Small Business helping healthcare organizations reach their goals by providing implementation, integration and optimization services along with real-time intelligence and support. Incorporated in 2008 EHRE, we are a rapidly growing, innovative services and solutions firm, steeped in healthcare domain expertise is focused on rapid implementation of high value solutions. The firm has earned certification from the major EHR vendors and technology partners and is well known for driving rapid results and crafting transformative solutions, especially in extending system capabilities, enhancing integration, and optimizing analytics for day-to-day action.

**EHRE has a deep understanding of healthcare problems and operations that leads to solutions that quickly gain high adoption and deliver optimized financial, clinical and operational performance.**

**COMPANY DATA**

**Federal and State Certifications**

SWAM , MBA, WBE/WOSB

GSA Schedule MAS # 47QTCA20D00CA

SIN: 54151HEAL—Health IT Services
SIN: 54141S—IT Professional Services

**DUNS**

#012345876  #6TUX1

**CAGE Code**

#012345876  #6TUX1

**NAICS**

541512  541513  541611

541519  541618  518210

541511  541690  611420

**CORE CAPABILITIES**

**IMPLEMENTATION**

- Program & Project Management
- Enterprise Architecture
- Strategic Planning
- Quality Initiative Preparedness
- Systems & Software Engineering
- Data Migration/Conversion
- Quality Initiative Planning
- System Build and Configuration
- Data Migration/Conversion
- Training
- Support Operations and Maintenance

**INTEGRATION**

- Software Technology Integration & Transition
- Health Information Exchange Integration
- Health Information Systems Integration
- Inpatient and Outpatient Data Integration
- EHR & Medical Device Integration
- Interface Engine Migration
- Verification & Validation
- Strategic Integration for Continuity of Care

**EVOLUTION**

- Enterprise Management Framework
- Clinical Transformation
- Quality Initiative Tracking
- System Optimization Services
- Data Management: Extraction & Analysis
- Quality Initiative Reporting
- Clinical and Financial Reporting and Analysis
- Healthcare IT Training & Support
PAST PERFORMANCES

Past Performances pave the way for future success!

We are proud to say that we have assisted our clients in paving the way for the advancement of healthcare IT and its benefits to the community.

TOP REFERRAL CLIENTS

- Kaiser Permanente
- Centering Healthcare Institute
- State of Illinois Health Information Exchange (ILHIE), Illinois
- Inova Health Systems: Epic Community Connect program
- Medical Society of Northern VA (HealIXVA), Virginia
- Quillen ETSU Physicians, Tennessee
- George Washington Univ. Medical Faculty Associates, Washington DC
- Northwell Health
- Community Health System, Ohio
- Priva Health, Virginia
- Franciscan Alliance, Indiana

SHOWCASING OUR CURRENT AND RECENT PROJECTS

- CenteringCounts: We built the first national database of its kind to better understand the intrinsic links in family health and to improve maternal child health outcomes through integration and evidence-based data analysis. Currently in use by over 600 sites.
- Kaiser Permanente: Modernized the mumps based member enrollment system using InterSystems HealthConnect Integration Engine.
- CITI: Provided data migration and ETL services for over 50 different EHR and PM systems.
- Franciscan Alliance: Integrated multiple Allscripts instances to an Epic instance through our migration viewer that enabled view and selective migration of legacy clinical information.

EXECUTIVE TEAM

Vandana Toteja, President and CEO

Vandana is an HIT veteran of over 22 years. A recognized innovator with a proven track record of bringing clarity and direction to tactical business decisions by successfully identifying, analyzing and resolving issues proactively pertaining to information management systems, operations, billing, finance and enabling immediate savings and assuring future, profitable business growth.

Catherine Ignudo, COO

Catherine Ignudo is a thought leader with over 18 years of Health IT experience. She is known for taking a vision and threading it through the company to perform results. Her expertise lies in client engagement, business development, project and program management and training.

Primary Contact: Catherine Ignudo, COO
PO Box 1801, Centreville, VA 22901 * 540-903-7723 * Catherine.ignudo@ehr-evolution.com* www.ehr-evolution.com